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The first hurdle to be cleared for successful pig-toprimate xenotransplantation is hyperacute rejection
mediated by natural antibody and complement (C).
Self-cells are protected from the harmful effects of
uncontrolled C activation by the expression of
membrane-bound C-regulatory molecules. In man
and most other species studied the key players are
decay accelerating factor (DAF, CD55), membrane
cofactor protein (MCP, CD46) and CD59.1 The
concept that these membrane C regulators in a given
species are in some way specialized to regulate C from
that same species (“homologous restriction”) has
become dogma, despite a lack of supporting
evidence. This dogma has been central to the
investment in creating transgenic pigs expressing
human membrane C regulators, also detailed elsewhere in this volume. Pigs have been produced by
transgenesis that express one or several of the human
membrane C regulators and organs from these pigs
escape hyperacute rejection following transplantation
into primates.
Missing from these transgenic strategies is any
consideration of the roles of the endogenously
expressed pig membrane C regulators, ignored
because of the assumption, inherent in the concept
of “homologous restriction,” that pig regulators
inhibit only pig C. We began to question this
assumption in the early 1990s, initially with
respect to CD59. We found that human CD59
and CD59 analogs from different species were all
able to inhibit C from many different sources.2,3
Further analyses of pig CD59, involving comparisons
of recombinant pig and human CD59 expressed in
human cell lines lacking CD59, demonstrated that
pig CD59 was rather better on a molecule for
molecule basis at inhibiting human C than was
january/february 2001
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human CD59.4 Encouraged by these findings, we
examined other membrane C regulators in the pig.
MCP was isolated from pig erythrocytes and
shown to have a structure very similar to that of
human MCP.5,6 Functional analysis of pig MCP
demonstrated cofactor activity for human C3b
(with human factor I) equivalent to that of human
MCP in the same assay.5 Very recently, we have
identified and characterized the pig analog of
DAF.7 Pig DAF differed in several important
structural features from human DAF, being transmembrane anchored on most cells and containing
only three of the short consensus repeat domains
that typify this family of regulators. Even more
unexpected were the findings from functional
analyses—pig DAF displayed little or no regulatory
activity for pig C but did regulate human C.
These data demonstrate that the concept of
“homologous restriction” as applied to membrane
C regulators is fundamentally flawed. Indeed, there
was no logical reason to suspect that membrane C
regulators were restricted in this fashion as there
can be no evolutionary pressure to “specialize” in
controlling C from the same species. What we
observe experimentally is that membrane regulators
work across species barriers. In the case of the pig,
each of the membrane C regulators characterized
regulates human C, in some cases more efficiently
than do the human regulators.2,5,7
Why then is the non-transgenic pig organ hyperacutely rejected in the pig-to-primate model? One
possibility is that pig regulators are not expressed at
the relevant sites—on endothelium. To test this we
have generated monoclonal antibodies against
each of the pig regulators and characterized their
distribution. Both CD59 and MCP in the pig were
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The absence of a
functioning DAF
molecule on pig
endothelium is
surprising and it
remains possible that
another, so far
unidentified, C
regulator substitutes
for DAF.
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Figure 1. Natural antibody and human complement (C) target the endothelium in the xenografted pig organ. In non-transgenic endothelium,
endogenous C regulators pMCP and pCD59 inhibit C activation but are overwhelmed by the intensity of activation and endothelial cell
destruction occurs. In the transgenic pig endothelium, the endogenous regulators are complemented by the hyperexpressed human C
regulators (hDAF, hMCP, hCD59), providing sufficient regulation to withstand the intense C activation and permitting endothelial survival.

broadly distributed and abundant on endothelium.8,9
Pig DAF, in contrast, showed a restricted pattern of
expression and was absent from endothelium.7
CD59 and MCP are thus likely to perform important
physiological roles in protecting pig endothelium
from C. The absence of a functioning DAF molecule
on pig endothelium is surprising and it remains
possible that another, so far unidentified, C regulator
substitutes for DAF. Given that pig endothelium
abundantly expresses two membrane C regulators
that efficiently inhibit human C, it is surprising
that the endothelium is so rapidly destroyed by C
activation in the pig-to-primate model. Our
explanation is that, in the face of overwhelming
attack by natural antibody and C, the endogenous
regulators are exhausted and endothelial damage
with resultant hyperacute rejection follows (Fig. 1).
The fact that hyperacute rejection can be seen in the
context of ABO-incompatible allotransplantation is
evidence in support of this. Further support is provided
by the finding that a proportion of non-transgenic
pig hearts transplanted into primates as controls for
the transgenic organs are not hyperacutely rejected.10
Although not experimentally tested, we suggest
that these represent organs that have “coped” with
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C attack by virtue of higher expression of the
endogenously expressed regulators.
The strategy of transgenic expression of human
regulators clearly does afford protection from C
damage but we believe that this protection is a
consequence of the amount of regulator expressed
on the endothelium rather than the species source.
Although the relative amounts of human C regulators
expressed in the pig organs has not been welladdressed, most transgenic approaches aim to
hyperexpress the protein of interest. Organs taken
from, for example, DAF-transgenic pigs, will
express several fold more human DAF than is
expressed endogenously on the human organ.
Expression of more regulator protects but the
species of regulator is not relevant. Of note, hearts
from mice transgenic for human or porcine CD59
are protected from human serum to a similar
degree in an ex vivo perfusion model.
It is likely that if pig organs were induced to
express on endothelium more of the endogenous
regulators, then a similar protective effect would be
observed. The challenge is to achieve this without
resorting to transgenesis. Recent reports of upregulation of CD59 on pig endothelium in vitro
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following exposure to specific lectins and consequent
protection of the endothelium from C damage suggest
that non-transgenic approaches might work.11 Our
strategy is to analyze promoter regions in the genes
encoding pig regulators in order to identify logical
approaches to inducing up-regulation in vivo. The
take-home message: don’t forget, pigs have regulators
too!
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